Notification of Change: Medications Module
escribeHOST has recently recertified with Surescripts. A number of changes to the
escribeHOST Medications module in the patient chart, implemented to meet the
recertification requirements, are described in this document. These changes will be
implemented early in September 201 3.

Changes to Medications
Issued date and method are now displayed in the Therapies view below the dose and
sig for each therapy with at least one issued Rx. (Issued methods are: printed or sent
electronically).

A printed Rx shows “Printed” and an e-prescribed Rx shows the pharmacy name. Note
that the issued date is also a link to the Issued Rx view (same as clicking the Issued Rx
button).

eRx Refill Requests (non-controlled substances)

The name of the pharmacy that sent the eRx refill request now displays at the top of
the request block.

The date written and date last filled have been added to the eRx refill request block.
Click the down arrow to the left of "According to the Pharmacy..." to collapse the
information below. Click again to expand.
The request block distinguishes between the medication prescribed (what the provider
ordered on the initial prescription) and the medication to be dispensed (what the
patient will receive) if the eRx refill request is approved. This applies to initial
prescriptions that were not labeled “dispense as written.”
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Controlled Substances

Deny + Send New Rx now works for Schedule III controlled substances;
however, the new Rx cannot be sent electronically. The user can prescribe it,
print it and then fax it to the pharmacy as an approved eRx. Deny + Send New
Rx remains disabled for Schedule II and Schedule I controlled substances. A
summary of eRx rules for scheduled drugs is as follows:
A prescription for a Schedule I drug cannot be sent electronically nor can
an eRx Refil Request be received.
A prescription for a Schedule II drug cannot be sent as a new eRx. It can
be received as a refill request but cannot be approved. Notice in the figure
below the Deny + Send New Rx is disabled.

Schedule II
Refill Request

A prescription for a Schedule III drug cannot be sent as a new eRx. It can be
received as a refill request but cannot be electronically sent. It must be printed
and faxed.

Pharmacies
The receiving pharmacy on the most recent eRx is now the default pharmacy
selection when creating a new eRx.

You can now include
Pharmacy Specialty (type of
pharmacy) as a search
criterion to narrow the results
list when searching for a
pharmacy. Pharmacy Specialty
options are: Mail Order, Fax
Pharmacy, Retail, Specialty,
Long Term Care, or 24-hour.
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Changes to Med List
Last Issued Date for sent or printed medication displays.
Patient’s preferred pharmacies are now included at the bottom, below Med
Concerns.
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